Roundtable Event: Beyond RPA: Leveraging Intelligent Automation & Cognitive for Digital
Enterprise Transformation
July 10, 2019 – 3:00pm – 6:45pm
Goodmans LLP - Bay Adelaide Centre, 333 Bay Street, Suite 3400, Toronto
3:00 PM – 3:20 PM
3:20 PM – 3:30 PM

3:30 PM – 4:00 PM

4:00 PM – 4:45 PM

Registration and Networking
Welcome Remarks
- Eric Hochstein, Director, IRPA AI, ChoiceWORX, DAPI
- Ian Watt, Director, Wipro
Keynote: Leveraging Cloud as an Enabler for Automation, AI and Digital Transformation
Enterprises today have set out on aspirational automation journey to improve operational efficiency and transform
service delivery. For many high-volume, low-complexity, rules-driven tasks, the opportunity to use RPA is clear. But for
the same reason, the limits of RPA are equally clear: “faster and/or cheaper” does not always mean “more effective”.
It is on this frontier that cognitive computing becomes an enabler to unprecedented levels of automation, reducing
costs dramatically and helping respond aggressively to disruption in the industry. This session will showcase real life
examples on how enterprises have fulfilled the promise of automation by complementing RPA with cognitive
computing, and by putting together a holistic governance framework.
- Arie Fisher, Strategy & Sales, Google
Live In Canada: Intelligent Automation Gets Smart
Real life, current examples of cognitive computing driving resilience and value into RPA in Canada. High volume, low
complexity, rule-driven tasks can be turned over to RPA. But what happens when the rules change? Or the complexity
is higher? Or when applying RPA to those high volume, low complexity tasks just means you're doing the same old
inefficient, ineffective thing a little more quickly? We'll showcase examples of RPA complimented by cognitive
computing and enabled by -- crucially -- a holistic governance framework. Bots need governance too...
Mukund Kalmanker, Vice President, Wipro

4:45 PM – 5:00 PM

5:00 PM – 5:40 PM

5:40 PM – 5:45 PM
5:45 PM – 6:45 PM

Networking Break
Panel: Designing Right Size Transformation: How Technology, People and Customer Shall Be Balance to Achieve the
Right Outcomes to Your Organization
- Moderator: Fabiano Rosa, Director, Consulting and Deals, PwC
- Richard Corley, Partner, Goodmans LLC
- Biswajit Das, Senior Director, Consuling (Financial Services – Technology/Digital & Innovation), PwC
- Iskandar Nurtanto, Director – Intelligent Automation Services, Canada Life
- Mukund Kalmanker, Vice President, Wipro
Closing Remarks
- Fabiano Rosa, Director, Consulting and Deals, PwC
- Ian Watt, Director, Wipro
Cocktail Reception & Networking

In Conjunction With:
__________________________________________________________________________________________

About Institute for Robotic Process Automation & Artificial Intelligence (IRPA AI)
The Institute for Robotic Process Automation and Artificial Intelligence (IRPA AI) is an independent professional
association and knowledge forum for the buyers, sellers, influencers and analysts of robotic process automation,
cognitive computing and artificial intelligence. With over 30,000 active members IRPA AI is the #1 marketplace for RPA
and AI. IRPA AI, in partnership with RUTA N, recently launched the Digital Americas Pipeline Initiative, which provides
companies with low cost, trained and experienced RPA and AI talent on-demand.

About Wipro
Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global information technology, consulting and business
process services company. With our strength in data, domain, IP and IT services we provide differentiated offerings in
RPA, AI, cloud, analytics and emerging technologies to help clients adapt to the evolving digital world. Wipro
HOLMESTM, our AI Platform helps client to hyper – automate processes, redefine operations and embark on a seamless
transformation journey.
Our integrated AI /cognitive offerings, broad ecosystem of partners, consulting services help clients streamline
operational efficiency and provide best – in – class user experience across the enterprise applications, IT infrastructure,
and key business processes. Wipro solutions create value for our clients by engaging in newer and innovative ways to
help accelerate their digital transformation.

